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OBJECTIVE

More than a lifestyle magazine
Sewing kits, first-aid kits, tool kits, survival kits —
they all help you put everything together to make
life easier. That is kit’s mission. To help women put
it all together by providing relatable topics and
products in a format that educates and inspires.
Targeted – Women ages 35+
As an exclusively female-targeted publication in
the metro Indianapolis area, our magazine fills a
unique niche by reaching out to women ages 35+
in Hamilton, Boone, Marion and Johnson counties.

Demographic
Women age 35+
living in Hamilton,
Boone, Marion and
Johnson counties.
Household income
of $100,000+
(median HHI
of $125,000 to
$150,000).

35+

ALL local content
In order to provide information our readers can
truly relate to, all of our content is produced
locally by central Indiana writers, stylists,
photographers and businesses. Kit targets
specifically to a female demographic.
boone

hamilton

Marion

Johnson
FEMININE
MYSTIQUE

STACY MOLANDER |
DESIGNER AT RUSTED
WINDOW
Stacy is the founder of
Rusted Window and has
20 years of experience
as a florist and interior
decorator. She has a love
for all things vintage and
industrial, with some
modern pieces mixed
in. The living room she
designed is the perfect
reflection of those
furniture affinities.

OUR HOME KITS
SHOWCASE
INSPIRATIONAL
SPACES, DIY
PROJECTS AND
SEASONAL DECOR.

DISTRESS CALL
Stacy doctored up this vintage
side table with Little Billy Goat
Paint (see page 59 for a related
workshop) and then marked it up
with a Goat Stick. These "magic"
crayon make furniture look
intentionally distressed.
GET ON THE SCALE
As you’re purchasing furniture,
think about scale. Stacy offers
three tips: 1. Your wall decoration
shouldn’t be wider than the sofa
below it. 2. Don’t choose pieces
with heavy legs. 3. Be respectful
of clean lines.
SOFTEN UP
Mid-century modern design can
feel unwelcoming on its own. To
give your room a more feminine
look, bring in floral prints and
fresh flowers. The chevron and
bloom-covered pillow was the
inspiration for Stacy's room
design.
GOLD BOND
Anything from nature softens a
room, so Stacy brought in little
pots of succulents for the elegant
coffee tables. To emphasize the
gilded thread that ties the room
together, she spray painted the
succulents and complementary
candles gold!
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$100k+

Distribution 30,000 copies

Physician
offices

14,000 mailed to women in target demographic
3,000 placed in physician offices
Grocery
Stores

13,000 distributed in Marsh and Kroger in
Hamilton, Marion, Boone and Johnson counties

Mailed

bonus: Our online content generates
approximately 5,000 additional impressions per
issue.

editorial
family

fashion

25% Health

BLOUSE HUNTERS
By Erica Sagon

M

What’s the secret to summer outfits made easy? Pretty blouses with eye-catching
details. We’re talking lovely embroidery, intriguing trims and bohemian crochet
— these are embellishments that steal the show, so wearing a necklace or other
jewelry is optional, really. Here are our must-haves for the months ahead.
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25% Family

WHITE KNIGHT

A floaty white blouse with embroidery,
crochet or lace detail is an essential right
now — it’s the piece you’re guaranteed
to pack every time you leave town this
summer. Try this top with lighter denim
shorts or jeans to nail that laid-back,
warm-weather vibe.
American Rag lace top, $49.50 at Macy’s,
macys.com

BOHO EMBROIDERY

This top will make getting dressed on
Saturday mornings so much easier (and
chicer than wearing a plain T). Pull it on
with jean shorts and cute leather sandals,
grab a roomy canvas tote and you’re ready
for the farmers market.
Embroidered split-neck top, $24.99 at Gap
Factory, gapfactory.com

SEE SCALLOPS

With a simple silhouette and the prettiest
details, this top is a go-to for weekend
brunches. Pair it with crisp white denim,
wedge or flat sandals, and the must-have
accessory: a Bloody Mary.
Chambray scalloped top with grommet detail,
$98 at J.Crew, jcrew.com

25% Fashion
OUR MINI KITS GIVE OUR
READERS QUICK AND
RELEVANT CONTENT.

WHITE STRIPES

Even if you already have a dozen striped
tops, make room for this one with an
oversized bow at the back. Pair this floaty
top with skinny jeans and pointy-toe flats
— et voila! — you’ve channeled your inner
French gamine for wine with the girls.
Striped chiffon blouse, $24.99 at H&M, hm.com

Perfectly breezy and swingy for all of the
fun outdoor festivals on the calendar this
summer — and just as cute with a cardi
or denim jacket if you want a little extra
coverage.
$24.94 at Old Navy, oldnavy.com

SHORT (SLEEVE) STORY

Play up the polished side of this plus-size
blouse with a pencil skirt and heels, or try
something different and pair it with lightly
distressed jeans. Any way you wear it, the
gorgeous color and embroidery make this
top a knockout.
Violeta by Mango embroidered cotton shirt,
$49.99 at mango.com
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additional value

On trend:

LACE
BORDERS
The Nikibiki mint sheath
dress is a perfect option
for a summer wedding. Its
delicate color and pretty
lace panels keep it fresh
and pretty.
$59, DeLaney’s Shoppe

KIT SIMPLY PUTS
IT ALL TOGETHER.
OUR EDITORIAL IS
INSTRUCTIONAL
AND FUN.

IMPROVE YOUR SWING

Dress it up
Tips + Styling by Beth Divine | Photos by Chris Whonsetler

As summer shines upon us, turn to that wardrobe staple that makes you feel comfortable,
cool and feminine: the dress! We've picked out 18 styles we love — from maxi to mini,
fit ‘n flare to sheath, shirt dress to halter — and plenty of colors, patterns and fabrics to
suit your good taste. Find your favorites and wear them with pleasure.
LOOK FOR ICONS TO SHOW DRESSES ARE ESPECIALLY FLATTERING ON CERTAIN SHAPES.
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putting you in front of our readers
We offer opportunities to participate in
kit’s email newsletter, blog and web at
no extra charge.

kitindy.com

ad
rates
+ specs
AD SIZE
6 ISSUES*
3 ISSUES*
1 ISSUE*
FULL
2/3 (V)
1/2 (H)

$1975		
$1650		
$1100		

$2150		
$1750		
$1200		

$2350
$1850
$1300

*PRICES ARE PER ISSUE

7.875” X 5"
1/2 PAGE AD

5.075” X 10.25”
2/3 PAGE AD

dimensions

FULL PAGE ADS: TRIM SIZE: 8.375” X 10.75”. Add 1/4” bleed
beyond all trim. Keep live matter 1/2” from all trim.
1/2 HORIZONTAL: 7.875” X 5” (No bleed)
2/3 VERTICAL: 5.075” X 10.25” (No bleed)

File instructions

• ACCEPTED FILE FORMATS: Print-ready PDFs, packaged
InDesign Files, Illustrator EPS/AI
• All images should be 300dpi and in CMYK
• Please supply a composite proof for color. Without a
proof, kit is not responsible for the content of your ad.
• Ad re-creation is available, ask for details.

